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ABSTRACT
The MicroWave Imager (MWI) instrument that will fly
on the MetOp-SG Sat B requires the usage of a not
standard Hold Down and Release Mechanism (HDRM)
that has to fulfil stringent requirements. In the MWI
project, this HDRM is called Launch Locking Device
(LLD). This paper describes the mechanism design,
development and qualification process starting from the
critical discussion of the driving requirements and
showing the final design solution implemented. The
development approach has been based on critical
component/sub-assembly breadboarding and on testing
of a first full prototype, both completed before the LLD
CDR. The paper focuses on the challenges and lessons
learned during this mechanism development. The paper
will discuss the issues faced during the development e.g.
stiffness, sliding prevention and motorization margin
evaluation without force/torque measurements.

The Fig. 1 shows the MWI architecture highlighting the
rotating and fixed parts. The four Launch Locking
Devices, composing the LLD Assembly (LLDA), are
placed on the instrument fixed part, in a cross way on
the rotating part perimeter. They are in charge to lock
the rotating part during launch and to release it on orbit
allowing it the possibility to start scanning. The Fig. 2
shows the LLD in locked and released configurations
installed on the instrument.

Figure 2 – LLD installed at instrument level in locked
and released configurations

INTRODUCTION

MECHANISM REQUIREMENTS

The MicroWave Imager (MWI) [1], [2], [3] is a conical
scan total power microwave radiometer measuring the
earth radiations in several frequency bands, ranging
from 18.7 GHz to 183.3 GHz. It is used to characterise
precipitation over sea and land, snowfall and
atmospheric water-vapour profile.
The instrument collects the radiation coming from the
Earth by means of an antenna rotating about the nadir
direction. The antenna, looking down with a 55° angle,
performs the conical scan of the Earth surface.
The instrument is composed of a rotating part (where
antenna and feeds are located) and a fixed one
connected to the satellite platform.

The LLDA design shall fulfil several stringent
requirements both from the mechanical design and the
integration/accessibility needs at instrument and S/C
level.

Figure 1 – MWI rotating and fixed parts

Mechanical requirements at launch
The four LLDs provide the main structural load path for
the Instrument Rotating Part (IRP) in locked
configuration; the scan motor (Scan Mechanism
Assembly – SCMA [4]) in the center of the instrument
has a very low stiffness and it is not able to react launch
load coming from the IRP.
The LLDs shall connect to the IRP in four points crossplaced on a circumference with 1.27 m of diameter. The
instrument mass to be locked at launch is 160 kg
subjected to ±15g in one lateral direction (X direction)
and ±13g in the other lateral and vertical directions
(respectively Y and Z). In addition to these inertial
loads, the LLDs shall react also to:
• a maximum vertical force of 250 N in Z+ direction
due to the kick separation spring acting in the center
of the rotating deck;
• a maximum preload on the SCMA of 16000 N to be
applied at the center of the instrument during launch;
• thermo-elastic loads acting at the release inducing a
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maximum lateral load at the IRP I/F of 5000 N.
Considering the worst case condition during launch, the
maximum loads acting on the single LLD at the
interface with the IRP are ±10000 N in plane (X and Y
directions) and 12000 N in vertical (Z direction).
In addition to above, the LLDA shall contribute to the
stiffness of the instrument assembly at launch with a
stiffness for each device of:
• vertical stiffness > 1.95e8 N/m
• in plane stiffness > 3.1e7 N/m

stroke of 20 mm after release.
The designed LLD fulfils all these requirements.

The total mass on the instrument fixed part shall be less
than 6.57 kg. This value includes also the mass of 2.15
kg for a truncated cone shape structural spacer needed
to fit the mechanical interfaces on the fixed an on the
rotating part of the instrument.
Mechanical requirements at release
LLDs shall release the IRP on orbit when each receives
an electrical signal of 5÷6 Amps for 26÷44 ms and shall
guarantee a minimum clearance between the IRP and
LLD fixed part of 20 mm: the LLDs after release shall
retract of this amount to clear the IRP rotation envelope.
The LLD total mass remaining on the instrument
rotating part shall be < 0.3 kg.
Integration and storage requirements at instrument
and S/C level
During the fixing of the IRP to the 4 LLDs, no
forces/enforced displacements to the rotating part of the
instrument shall be induced, therefore the LLDA
integration shall be “stress free” from the instrument
rotating part point of view.
In addition to above the LLDs shall be able:
• to be dismounted and re-mounted in a repeatable way
w/o performing the alignment procedure every time;
• to clamp the IRP at specific different heights during
ground activities;
• to apply the preload to the central SCMA.
Then, for integration, refurbishment or maintenance, the
available volume for accessibility at instrument and, in
particular, at S/C level is very narrow therefore the LLD
shall be easy to be installed, dismounted, refurbished,
handled.
Finally, the LLD shall be compatible with a storage time
of 20 years.

Figure 3 – LLD overview and main elements
The LLD is composed of three main elements:
• Support tower: this is a structural spacer connected to
the instrument baseplate (fixed part) by a bolted
junction, which supports the LLD mechanism and
accommodates the connectors.
• Hold-Down and Release Mechanism (HDRM): this
represents the core of the LLD; it is placed on the
support tower and locked by a clamp band. This
element includes a Separation Nut (Model 9421 from
Eaton/ Cooper) that is the initiator for the release.
• IRP interface: the part of the LLD that remains on the
IRP after release. It includes the separation surface
(spherical target below the IRP interface), the release
bolt, the bolt catcher assembly. In order to allow the
integration and preloading of the single LLD for
testing purpose, a dummy rotating bracket (Ti6Al4V
Gr 5 made) has been manufactured to mount all the
above described components.
The core subassembly of the LLD is the HDRM. The
Fig. 4 provides a section view of it.

LAUNCH LOCKING DEVICE DESIGN
The fulfilment of mechanical requirements at launch
require a compact, monolithic and stiff structure. On the
other hand, the integration and mechanical
requirements at release require a mechanism able to
adapt its shape during the integration at the IRP without
inducing any stress on the instrument structure, with the
exception of the preload on the SCMA, and assuring a

Cooper
separation nut
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Figure 4 – HDRM section view
The CB is the HDRM element that makes a transition
providing the required strength and stiffness when
locked and the 20 mm retraction after release.
The CB is a cross-shaped part made in 455C Custom
steel; its top side has a female conical surface to
interface with a male spherical target on the IRP side
while the lower parts of the four petals form a single
sphere surface.

Figure 7 – HDRM – IRP I/F load path in locked
configuration

Figure 5 – HDRM Central Body
Concerning the locked configuration, the IRP interface
bracket carrying the 440C-steel IRP spherical target is
preloaded against the HDRM CB by using a release bolt
engaging the Separation Nut inside the HDRM.
The CB transfers the preload on the External Cylinder
by the contact of its four petals to the conical surface of
the 4 seats on the External Cylinder (440C hardened
made), as shown in the Fig. 6.

Figure 6 – Detail of the contact between the CB and
External Cylinder in locked configuration
Both IRP target and CB petals spheres are concentric to
avoid an unstable joint.
The separation surfaces (both CB-IRP and CB-External
Cylinder) are lubricated using Braycote 601 grease.
The Fig. 7 shows the load path in the HDRM + IRP
interface in locked configuration.
This sphere-on-cone combination creates a hinge joint
transferring forces and negligible torques, in addition
this contact surface geometry allows an easy and precise
hertzian stress calculation.

At activation, the actuation device releases the bolt,
which is retracted and captured by the bolt catcher.
Under the action of a system of preloaded springs, a
series of events occurs in the HDRM:
• At first the CB is slightly lifted (0.6 mm) to
overcome a 0.3mm groove which prevents the
unwanted CB rotation during the integration and
preloading activities;
• The CB rotates 45° to engage the 4 slots in the
External Cylinder conical surface;
• The CB retracts down 20 mm along the 4 slots in the
External Cylinder.

Figure 8 – HDRM release sequence
Also, the integration requirements strongly influenced
the LLD design because they ask to develop specific
features. In particular the following features have been
implemented to avoid the introduction of stress/enforced
displacement in the instrument during the HDRM
preloading:
• Sphere-cone interfaces at separable surfaces are able
to compensate angular misalignment between the
IRP and the HDRM;
• The spherical target on the IRP interface is floating
and in this way it is possible to adjust its in-plane
position wrt the CB cone during preloading
operations (± 0.5mm);
• A ferrule on the HDRM structure is implemented
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that, when, rotated, can change the height of the
HDRM in a range of 8 mm with an accuracy of 0.01
mm. This is required to cope with inaccuracies in the
vertical positioning of the IRP interfaces, to
implement the SCMA preloading and to support the
integration at instrument and at S/C level locking the
IRP at different heights.
The outline of the integration of the LLDA on the
Instrument is as follows:
• The Instrument rotating part, equipped with the 4 IRP
target interfaces, is supported by the SCMA and free
to rotate;
• The HDRMs are already installed and connected to
the support tower and facing the spherical target on
the IRP; the ferrule is in the lower position (8 mm
clearance between the CB cone and the spherical
target);
• The release bolts are installed between the IRP and
the HDRM when they still have a gap;
• The four release bolts are tightened in order to apply
a preload to the SCMA (up to 16000 N) deforming
the instrument rotating part (like a bow). The preload
value is measured in each HDRM with a strain gauge
instrumented bracket;
• Once the SCMA preload value is reached, the
ferrules are rotated to move up closing the gap
between the 4 IRP interface spherical targets and the
HDRM conical surfaces. A self-alignment between
parts is assured by the floating targets. This phase is
monitored by using the preload measurement coming
from the HDRM;
• Once the gaps are closed, the release bolts are
tightened up to apply the nominal preload on the bolt
of 27500 N.
MODEL PHILOSOPHY AND TEST
The model philosophy for the LLDA development is
has been characterized by an extensive use of testing
activities during all phases of work:
• Partial Breadboards (PBB) have been used during
Phase B to characterize specific design features and
to guide design definition and, during Phase C, to
validate the technical solutions;
• Full Bread Board (FBB), developed during Phase C
on the base of the PDR design;
• EQM composed of a set of 4 LLDs (LLDA) for
qualification of the design;
• FMs, composed of 3 sets of 4 LLDs (LLDA) (for 3
flight instruments).
The intensive bread-boarding activity, in the early
phases of the project, aimed at reducing the risk in the
areas which have been identified as potentially critical.
The result has been that all the functionalities of the
LLD where demonstrated at breadboard level as well as

most of the potential technical issues have been solved
and fixed before CDR.
Partial breadboards
Several partial breadboards have been developed and
tested representing single elements composing the
complete mechanism (e.g.: separable surfaces, sliding
surfaces, springs, strain gauges, shock absorber, clamp
bands, SNA):
• Creep test on strain gauges wrt the required
operational and storage life
• Spring relaxation test wrt the required operational
and storage life
• Confidence life test on the separation nut actuator (a
non-ECSS qualified device)
• Characterization of the shock induced by the
separation nut actuation
• Separable surface compression test on the
configuration and materials of interest
• Friction measurement on contact / separable surfaces,
to optimize motorization margins determination and
selection of most suitable materials for coupling
under the conditions and geometries of interest
• Characterization of adhesion forces in separable
surfaces
• Fretting test on separable surfaces to verify their
suitability to withstand the loads experienced during
their life
• Measurement of the stiffness of the clamp band
connection of the HDRM with the support tower and
correlation to FE model
• Characterization of the behaviour of the bolt retainer
at bolt release with different shock absorbers by
measuring impact forces and damping features
The PBB test campaign results have been mainly used
to support and consolidate the LLD PDR design that
was the base for the FBB.
Full breadboard
The FBB is a complete single mechanism representative
of the PDR design that has undergone the following test
campaign. This model is more than a breadboard, it
could be classified as an Engineering Model. The
following tests have been conducted on the FBB.
1.

2.

LLD spring forces and torque measurements:
measurement of force of the manufactured
compression springs and of the torque of the
torsional spring for Motorization Margin (MM)
evaluation purpose.
Radial and Axial Stiffness and strength test: radial
and vertical forces have been applied at the IRP
Interface to verify the strength and stiffness of the
LLD to correlate the FE model;
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3.

Release test in ambient with Motorization Margin
verification: the maximum release load is applied to
the bolt and an actuation in ambient is performed
with MM verification and induced shock
measurement. LLD nominal and sphere-cone
separable surface misalignment configurations have
been tested;
4. Release test in ambient under lateral load with
Motorization Margin verification: the maximum
release load is applied to the
bolt and the actuation is
performed in ambient with
MM verification. A lateral
load,
representative
of
thermo-elastic displacements
from Instrument structure, is
applied at the IRP interface;
5. Release test in thermal
vacuum
with
MM
verification: the maximum
release load is applied to the
bolt and the actuation is
performed in worst cold
thermal vacuum condition
with MM verification
Figure 9 –FBB
The FBB test campaign and few remaining PBB test
results have been used to confirm and/or improve the
LLD design for the CDR. In particular the LLD design
was mainly confirmed by the FBB test campaign
without highlighting any show stopper.
On the other side, some lessons learned impacting the
design/procurement have been collected providing the
input for the LLD CDR design. These lessons learned
are described in the test result overview chapter.
Qualification model
The Qualification Model is composed by 4 LLDs. These
four LLDs undergone a qualification test campaign that
foresaw both tests at single LLD level and at assembly
level (LLDA).
The single LLD level tests are a subset of the one
performed on the FBB (i.e.: Radial and vertical stiffness
test and release test at ambient temperature with MM
verification) plus the following additional ones:
• mass measurement;
• mechanical and electrical interfaces verification;
• ESD;
• Shock test (performed after vibration test);
• Life test (at the end of the environmental test
campaign).

The Fig. 10 shows the LLDA locking the mass dummy
for integration procedure verification. This dummy is
representative of the Instrument for mass, CoG position
with a first frequency between 65 Hz and 75 Hz at
assembly level (LLDA + mass dummy in hard-mounted
configuration).

Figure 10 – LLDA Qualification Model locking the
mass dummy used for vibration test
The above configuration has been used for the following
tests:
• Release test in ambient before environmental test
campaign with MM verification and induced shock
measurement;
• Sine/Random vibration test (Qual + Cumulative
acceptance for life test purpose).
After vibration test the LLDs have been dismounted
from the instrument vibration mass dummy (w/o)
removing the preload on the LLD) and they have been
installed on the TV/TC instrument rotating part mass
dummy that was designed to have a thermoelastic
deformation able to apply the required I/F forces at IRP
I/F during thermal cycling. The Fig. 11 shows the
LLDA with the TV/TC dummy.

Concerning the LLDA level test, instrument rotating
part dummies were used for verifying the integration
procedure at instrument / Satellite levels and to perform
the environmental (vibration and TVTC) and release
tests.
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applied load direction and the LVDT sensors positions.

Figure 12 – LLD lateral stiffness test set-up
Figure 11 – LLDA Qualification Model locking the
mass dummy used for TVAC test
The above configuration has been used for the following
tests:
• The complete thermal cycles have been performed
and in the last hot and cold plateau one LLD per
plateau has been released to verify the functionality
and to check the MM;
• Final release test on the last two LLDs in ambient
after TV/TC with MM verification.

During test, the measured displacements significantly
differed from the predictions, showing a strong nonlinear behaviour in the unit. The Fig. 13 shows the test
results compared to the FEM prediction. The arrows on
the test curves indicate the direction of movement for
the cycles: at the beginning, the lateral force was
increased by 1 kN steps from 0 up to 9 kN and then it
was removed with the same step size.

Flight model
The flight model follows the same flow of the QM by
applying acceptance levels and without performing
shock, ESD and life tests.
LESSON LEARNED DURING TEST CAMPAIGN
All the tests run accordingly to the predictions, even if
in some cases (e.g. vibration test and the TV/TC) the
test implementation and behaviour were very difficult to
model. However, two exceptions were very useful in
terms of lesson learned. For this reason, only these two
tests are reported in this paper:
• Lateral Stiffness Test;
• Motorization Margin Check and Verification.
Lateral stiffness test
The stiffness is one of the key performances for the
LLD, therefore it has been tested since the FBB.
The lateral stiffness tests were carried out in OHB Italia
facilities. 4 Linear Variable Differential Transformers
(LVDT) were used for displacement measurement,
positioned at different height on the LLD lateral
surfaces. Each LVDT measures the displacement on one
part of the LLD subassemblies. In particular, they
correspond to Support Tower, HDRM Base Flange,
HDRM External cylinder and IRP interface.
The IRP I/F is connected to a plate fixed to four
flexures; this is needed to avoid rotation of the IRP I/F
during load application that can affect the results. The
test set-up is shown in the Fig. 12 highlighting the

Figure 13 – LLD FBB lateral stiffness test results
This stiffness test showed that the predictions were in
line with the results up to 2kN of applied force (in
pushing direction). From that point onwards, the LLD
behaviour diverges for higher force values and at the
end of the cycle, when the lateral force is completely
removed, a residual displacement was detected on all
the sensors. The maximum measured displacement is
~740 µm at IRP I/F to be compared with an acceptable
value of 40 µm. It is possible to see that both measured
and predicted displacements have a very similar slope
during the force removal confirming in this way the
stiffness predictions of the LLD. The above
experimental behaviour seems to be compatible with
sliding between parts of the HDRM assembly.
In order to eliminate this non-linear behaviour, an
investigation was performed by evaluating the
mechanical coupling of the different LLD components,
considering the as-built manufacturing tolerances and
therefore defining a sliding budget. These analyses have
shown that sliding occurred at several junctions (see
Fig. 14).
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was modified allowing the installation of grub screws
directly blocking the ferrule thread against the HDRM
base flange thread. This improvement definitively
blocked the sliding, as shown in the following diagram
where excerpts of the lateral stiffness test results on the
EQM LLDs are provided. In particular, it is possible to
see that during the load application (in pushing direction
as shown for the FBB) the measured displacement is in
line with the prediction or even better (the LLD was
stiffer than the prediction). This static stiffness
correlation allowed to precisely predict the dynamic
behaviour of the LLDA with the dummy mass installed
on, measured during vibration test.
Figure 14 – LLD FBB sliding surfaces with
corresponding sliding budget
The sliding root cause was that the friction in the joints
was assumed to be able to block this effect, but this was
not the case. In particular these interfaces were verified
at sliding, providing positive Margins of Safety (MoS),
using friction coefficients taken from literature, i.e.: dry
440C steel on Ti6AL4V µ~0,5 and dry Ti6AL4V on
Ti6AL4V µ~0,30-0.35 (the breadboard tests included
friction measurements only for the separation surfaces
materials).
The actual friction coefficients measured at LLD levels
during the investigations were lower than the literature
ones, in particular simple tests with inclined planes have
been performed showing the following friction
coefficient:
• Dry 440 C vs Ti6Al4V Gr5 µ = 0.23 (+/-0.03)
• Dry Ti6Al4V Gr5 vs Ti6Al4V Gr5 (with DL-5 spots
in between) µ = 0.19 (+/-0.03) )
By using the measured friction coefficients, the sliding
MoS is negative for all the highlighted junctions.
This difference wrt literature could be due to different
boundary conditions for the test and different samples
manufacturing tolerances/surface characteristics.
The FBB stiffness test highlighted this critical issue still
in an early phase and allowed to implement
modifications before design finalization. Different
solutions for each interface have been implemented to
eliminate the sliding; in particular high friction shims
(with tested friction coefficient), grub screws, locknuts
and shear pins have been included in the design
respectively for spherical target-to-IRP bracket I/F,
external cylinder, ferrule and clamp band I/F. These
corrective actions have been included in the design
before the CDR and they were developed in parallel wrt
the completion of the FBB test campaign without
impacting the project schedule.
After the CDR, these countermeasures have been tested
on the EQM LLDs confirming the effectiveness on all
the interfaces with the exception of the ferrule thread
that showed sliding even if blocked with a locknut. For
this reason, in the frame of an NCR, the ferrule design

Figure 15 – LLD EQM lateral stiffness test results
The reduced number of parts to be reworked or newly
manufactured minimized the impact of this last
modification, limiting the schedule delay to less than
one month.
Motorization Margin verification
The LLD has been designed for motorizarion margins
greater than 2, according to the mechanism ECSS
equation, by using the sensitive parameters that have
been measured during the PBB and FBB test
campaigns. This applies to all the springs responsible of
each HDRM motion phase
This means that the actuation forces and torques are
generally more than two times greater than the resistant
forces and torques along the mechanism deployment,
even if the actuation torques are weakened and resistant
torques are worsened by the appropriate ECSS
uncertainty factors.
For verification purpose, it was foreseen to bring the
HDRM from release to locked configuration and to
measure, during this activity, the force needed to lift the
CB and the torque needed to rotate it up to reach the
final locked position. By having these measurements for
each spring (i.e.: the difference between actuation and
resistant forces/torques) at the end and at the beginning
of the stroke, it would have been possible to evaluate
the predicted MM for each motion phase.
This test approach proved not to be effective, due to the
high measurement uncertainty induced by the test set-
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up, perturbing each measurement through its own
friction drag. For this reason, a new verification method
has been developed and validated on the FBB. This
method is based on the behaviour comparison between a
multibody model simulation and FBB performance
during the release:
• Prediction: the multibody model was developed by
using MSC Adams® and implementing friction
values and spring stiffnesses coming from the
previous PBB and FBB test campaign. Simulations
of the FBB dynamics under flight and ground test
conditions were performed and the LLD actuation
time was calculated for each motion phase.
• Test: the FBB was released and the actuation
velocity for each motion phase was deduced from
the post processing of high-speed video filmed
during the HDRM actuation and from durations
given by end switches activation (1ms resolution).
The multibody analyses outcomes have been compared
to the test results showing a very good correlation in
terms of LLD actuation time (also in TVAC condition),
in particular the simulation is always slower than test
results within 10%.
In this way, the simulation predictions are validated by
test results: as the simulation uses the same friction
coefficients and stiffness values as the ones used for the
MM calculation also the MM calculation is validated.
This flow is summarized in the Fig. 16.
This verification approach was successfully used for all
the test campaigns from FBB up to QM during all the
release performed on the HDRM both during functional
tests or during hand check.

Figure 16 – MM verification approach scheme
If there was no possibility to film the HDRM actuation
(as it occurred in thermal vacuum chamber), only the
initial activation command, the Separation Nut
Electrical spools burning time and the microswitches
signal (Central Body end-of-travel) were detectable
giving only the total actuation time w/o the intermediate
times. The tests demonstrated that the MM are always >

2 in all the release environmental conditions.
The same method will be applied to flight models.
CONCLUSIONS
The LLD development was successfully based on a
robust analytical approach and on an early testing phase
of PBB and FBB that was closed before the LLD CDR.
In particular important lessons learned were collected
during breadboarding activity as discussed in this paper.
The usefulness of early breadboarding, either partial or
on a complete mechanism, is invaluable to discover
design “hidden traps” during advanced phases of the
project. As a specific case, the design key functional
parameters shall be always measured in early phases,
without the early testing on the FBB, the discovery of
the sliding issues on the EQM would have caused
several months of delay.
Finally, complete prototypes can be used to validate and
tune specific test technique and test set-up in advance.
As for MM validation, not standard verification
techniques can be proposed, discussed in depth and
agreed with the customer chain without NCR pressing
or major schedule issues due to the project phase.
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